Rifiniti Reserv

YOU CAN RELAX.
IT’S RIFINITI RESERV
Meetings. So many. So important. So frustrating to plan when
space is at a premium. Work habits are changing every day, and
it’s not just scheduling meeting rooms that presents a challenge.
Hot desks also are in high demand as more and more people
work remotely and need a desk when in the office.
Relax! Rifiniti Reserv is an innovative and intuitive real-time scheduling solution designed to simplify the often challenging process
of booking meeting rooms and hot desks. The cloud-based
Rifiniti Reserv makes the process straightforward and swift
whether that space is down the hall or across the globe.

Rifiniti Reserv does more than
just simplify booking. In the process, it:

Simplify Room
and Resource

BOOKINGS

SAVES THOUSANDS OF STAFF HOURS EACH YEAR
REDUCES ENERGY COSTS
IMPROVES EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
DRIVES PRODUCTIVITY
DECREASES FRUSTRATION
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REDUCES ENERGY COSTS

SAVES THOUSANDS OF STAFF HOURS EACH YEAR

DECREASES FRUSTRATION

EASY BOOKING

REAL TIME NOTIFICATIONS

The intuitive interface allows
employees to find and book rooms,
desks and other workspace from
computers, mobile devices, or
interactive displays attached to
each room or desk.

Rifiniti Reserv keeps everyone
up-to-date. Administrators see a
complete view of all rooms and desks.
Organizers get reminders to check in
and out. Attendees are notified of any
changes.

ENHANCED SCHEDULING

REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Users can make new bookings or
amend existing bookings via a simple
calendar interface.

Rifiniti Reserv eliminates unnecessary
travel and reduces the amount of
energy needed to heat and light rooms
when not in use.

SAVE STAFF TIME

EFFICIENT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Employees can reserve meeting
rooms and desks from anywhere and
at any time.

Administrators can view the status of all
resources across their entire
organization.

Check-in is quick and easy
IMPROVES EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
NFC TAG OR
BLUETOOTH DEVICE

DRIVES PRODUCTIVITY

SCAN A
QR CODE

***

PASSWORD
AUTHENTICATION
FACIAL
RECOGNITION
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Here are some of the many ways
you can book a resource using Rifiniti Reserv
Designed to operate on any device with a web browser, Rifiniti Reserv provides administrators with a clear
calendar view of all booked and available resources within their entire organization. Using drag and
drop functionality, bookings may be made, edited and deleted directly from this calendar view.

MOBILE APPS FOR IOS AND ANDROID

MICROSOFT OUTLOOK OR RIFINITI
RESERV APP FOR OFFICE

The Rifiniti Reserv Mobile App allows you
to make a reservation in the future at a
location of your choice. With a clean and
easy to use interface, it takes just seconds
to find a suitable resource and confirm
your booking.

Designed to operate on any device with a
web browser, the Rifiniti Reserv
Enhanced Scheduler provides administrators with a clear calendar view of all
booked and available resources within
their entire organization.

RIFINITI RESERV ROOM PANEL

WEB-BASED CALENDAR VIEW

The Rifiniti Reserv Room Display Tablets
show availability, details of current and
forthcoming bookings and facilities
available within the room.

For many companies, Microsoft Outlook
is front and center when it comes to
day-to-day communication and scheduling. That’s why Rifiniti Reserv easily
integrates with Outlook and offers an app
made specifically to work with it.

Reserv is even more powerful with Rifiniti Optimo
A powerful solution on its own, Rifiniti Reserv has even more impact alongside Rifiniti Optimo, our workplace
optimization solution that measures actual space utilization, total cost of occupancy, and employee mobility at
multiple scales.
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How it Works
Rifiniti Reserv provides instant visibility into the status of all
resources across the enterprise. There is no need for heavy
in-house IT support. Your exclusive database can be hosted
securely either externally or internally, physical or cloud-based.

Check-in is quick and easy through password authentication, QR
Code scan, an NFC tag touch or interaction with a Bluetooth device.
Rifiniti Reserv is fully scalable, supporting multiple locations, currencies, languages, and time zones for organizations of all sizes.

CLIENT

RIFINITI RESERV

APPLICATION ENVIRONMENT

Whether the resource is down the hall
or across the world, Rifiniti Reserv
makes the process of booking it
straightforward and swift, from your
employees desks or their mobile
phones.

Rifiniti Reserv is a modern workplace
resource scheduling solution for meeting rooms and desks, designed and
architected specifically for the cloud.

Each regional server collection is split
into components that can be spread
over multiple physical servers which
will grow as demand increases.

Americas
VOiP
Phone

Europe

Microsoft Mobile
Outlook Device

Optimo Reserv- Desktop
Room Panel
Computer

Asia

Pacifica
Requests are
forwarded to the
nearest environment

The physical database can even
be hosted by the client
Client Hosted
Database

WHAT WILL RIFINITI REVEAL ABOUT YOUR WORKPLACE PORTFOLIO?
CALL 1-844-RIFINITI FOR A PERSONALIZED DEMONSTRATION.
Visit www.rifiniti.com to learn more | 51 Melcher St, Boston, MA 02210 | info@rifiniti.com

Master Database
This stores client account information
and returns which database(s) the
client can access

Client Database
Client databases are separate from each
other and to increase separation, can be
hosted on separate servers.
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